Frame 6B, 7EA, & 9E DLN1 Secondary Fuel Nozzle

United Power Systems’s fuel system delivers improved DLN1 secondary fuel nozzle for the Frame 6B, 7B/EA, and 9E DLN 1 combustor.

United Power DLN1 secondary fuel nozzles are optimized designed in improved fuel distribution, reduced emissions, fuel leakage, flash back, and flame holding resistance. United Power System's integrated approach to minimize dimensional tolerances, which eliminates interface and wear against the combustor center all critical dimensions with body. Aerospace tolerances are hold on special emphasis placed on mating parts.

All UTC Power System’s design is fully compatible with OEM parts.

UTC Power Systems offers a life cycle guarantee on all Secondary Fuel Nozzles

If you have any question, Please contact with us:

United Power Systems
A UTC Technologies Company

P. O. Box 12101
Greenville, South Carolina 29612

Tel: (864) 801-3900
Fax: (864) 801-0868
web site: www.utc-tech.com